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SUNKARY

The present experiment examined the capability of developing a simulation

methodology for assessing the effects of Command, Control, and Communications

CounterMeasures (C3 CM) on a human operator. Primarily, the effects on human

information processing and decision making when information jamming and L

deception were applied against a key decision maker in a simulated, air defense,

C3 system were assessed. The man-in-the-loop simulation provides real human

operator data and a methodology to assess human operator performance. The

subjects' performance exhibited trends from which certain strategies were L

assessed. Results indicated that operator uncertainty and loss of confidence in

ambiguous situations did exist. Specifically, the subjects relied on the most

timely information channel. Performance was worse when that channel was jammed.

Also, the condition that degraded performance the most was when the most timely L
channel was jammed and the most precise channel contained deceptive information.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Command, Control, and Communications (C 3 ) systems are basically information

systems used by human operators for decision making and control of military

forces. Extensive research has been directed towards understanding tJhe human's

role as information processor and decision-maker in military C3 systems. This .

research has been generally restricted to finding ways to improve the man-machinc

interface and, consequently, enhance human performance resulting in enhanced C3

system perform& ce. It is also important, however, to develop techniques to

degrade human performance in adversary C3 systems with the goal of reducing the

effectiveness of their weapon systems. This requirement was formalized in 1979

when the Military Services were tasked in DoD Directive 4600.4"to deny hostile

commanders the ability to effectively command and control their forces by

"$"attacking" enemy perceptions, decision processes, and control mechanisms. In

short, to develop and employ C3 CounterMeasures (C 3 CM).

C30( is accomplished by destroying, jamming, or deceiving the enemy

c......r...infor'atvi- itLwurk. The successful conduct of modern warfare

relies on the timely transfer of accurate information via a C3 system. This

reliance makes the C3 system highly vulnerable to information disruption (via

jamming or destruction) and deception. Currently there exists a poor

understanding of how information processing and decision makiag is affected when
the information environment is intentionally degraded. In particular, the

following issues need to be addressed.

(1) If a communication link is degraded, very little is known about

the effect on the decision maker in a C3 system. At what point does he find that

information unuseable or switch to an alternate information source? What are

the human time delays caused by this action?

(2) Data does not exist on the benefits/tradeoffs of using jamming .. <--
versus deception in an information system. There is ;-:rently no methodology

for using these two C3 CM techniques togeth-r

(3) Techniques have not been deveiopet for sy-tematically deceiving

decision makers. Which deception techniques w~rl: the best and with what timing

do you use the techniques? What degree of uncertainty or losc of confidence is

caused by using a deception technique?

•6
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To gain some insights into these problem areas, a man-in-the-loop simula-

tion of a C3 operator station was developed and used to collect empirical data

A on the effects of jamming and deception. Specifically, these research

objectives were established: (a) develop a simulation metlhodology for assessing

the effects of Command, Control, and Communications CounterMeasures (C 3 CM) on

human information processing and decision making; and (b) develop Measures of

Effectiveness (MOEs) for information jamming and deception applied against a key

decision maker in a simulated air defense, C3 system.
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SECTION 2

1K PRI NTAL PLAN•

EXPERIMENT SCENARIO

To provide some operational realism to the experimental paradigm; we

selected the role of commander of fighter-interceptor aircraft assigned to an

air defense mission. In a real-world scenario, an Air Defense Commander (ADC)

would receive information about penetrator aircraft present in his geographic

region of responsibility. This information would primarily come from ground

radars dispersed throughout this region. Referring to Figure 1, as penetrators

are detected and tracked, the radar sites pass the information to sub-region

Filter Centers for examination 3rnd comparison with other radar sites. After

collating data from several radars, the Filter Centers pass the information to

an Air Situation Center (ASC). The ASC collates data from several Filter Centers

and passes the information to the ADC, along the communications cheanei

designated Communication Channel 1. This information is highly precise since

the penetrator location uncertainty has been reduced by the extensive filtering

process, but the additional processing and communication actions reduces the

timeliness of the data. Consequently, the ADC can receive critical data

directly from the Filter Center or radar site via Communication Channels 2 and

3. This information is more timely, but less precise than the information on

Communication Channel I.

The characteristics of th. communication channels are shown in Table I. The

precision of the information was controlled by introducing a random level of

error, bone by. the percentage show~n, ton t-ha vpnncrn 4-, loc..ation ..nA hcad.4

data. Timeliness was controlled by delaying the presentation of the penetrator

data by the amounts shown. As a result, the subject was required to resolve the

classical commander dilemma of making decisions based on less precise but timely

data versus delaying his decision until more precise data is available for

consideration. In an air defense scenario, the risk is that the intercept of the

penetrating aircraft will be missed because of an incorrect decision or even

just the lack of a decision. Ia a C3 CM application situation, the presence of

jamming and deception complicates the ADC's responsibilities. He is now

confronted with missing information because of jammed channels and must sort out

true data from false data when deception is applied to a channel.

8
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TABLE 1. Channel Characteristics

Channel Hypothetical Precision Timeliness Update
Source of Info (possible error) (delay time) Rate

I Air Situation High Low Every
Center (*5%) (30 sec) 15 aec

2 Filter Centers Medium Medium Every
(*10%) (15 sec) 15 sec

3 Radar Sites Low High Every
(15%) (0 sec) 15 sec

For this experiment, the ADC was presented position and heading data for a

single group of 10 penetrators moving towards a line of 11 tergets. The ADC had %

10 interceptors at his disposal to vector to the target area to intercept the

penetrators. Reaching the true target before the penetrators was considered a i
successful intercept. Jamming and deception were applied singularly and in

combination on the three channels while the subject (ADC) was directing

interceptor aircraft towards the penetrator aircraft. The-objective was to "'9"-

delay and/or confuse the subjects' vector control of the interceptors. The

subject attempted to sort out true information from deceptive informati-n by

correlating data among the communication channels. When jamming was applied,

the jammed channel(s) was/were inactive. When deception was applied, the

deceived channel presented data indicating the penetrators were moving towards

a false target.

R1MIT1ATMWl ncr~DTn1'Tnw

The experiment used three computer terminals and a graphics display, all

driven by a PDP 11/44 minicomputer. The simulation block diagram shown in Figure

2 indicates the functions of each piece of equipment. The keyboard was used by

the subjects to input commands to the simulated interceptor aircraft. As shown

in Figure 3, the VT-100, LA-36, and SILENT 700 displayed message-type time,

position, and beading data from communication channels 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

Simultaneously, the IMLAC PDS-4 automatically plotted the interceptor flight

paths and the penetrator positions from all three channels.

10
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The situation display represented an overhead, map-type view of the ADC's

geographic area of responsibility. The penetrators started at the center of the

top of the screen and moved towards the eleven targets (designated A to K)

located on the center line of the screen. When available, the last reported

penetrator position from each communication channel was indicated by displaying

a 1,2, or 3 at the X-Y coordinates provided by the respective channel. The

interceptor aircrafts started at the bottom center of the scr-.!en and were

F launched and directed towards a target by the subject. Again, all the data

presented on the three communication channels were subject to the time delay.

and precisions previously shown in Table I.

These channel information precisions are depicted in Figure 4. The position

information was plotted (after the appropriate time dela)) within the precision

limits indicated. For this figure, the penetrators were moving towards target

F. An example presentation of the penetrator data is t.hown in Figute 5 for the

experimental treatment T-D-J; where truth (T), deception (E), aand jamming (W),

have been applied to channels 1, 2, and 3, respi-ctt.vely. This example

illustrates a typical problem faced by the subjecr--ident.ification of true-

versus deceptive iufotuation. Finally, a depiction of an actusl nituation-

display is shown in Figure 6. In this case, channel;s 1 and 3 contain true data

and channel 2 contains false data about the deceptive trrget D. The; channel

precisions and time delays are apparent for the penstrat-or data and the

separation of the interceptors into three groups of 3, 5, and 2 aircraft is

shown. In this case, peth 1 with 3 aircraft has been incorrectly placed on

target E, path 2 with 5 aircraft didn't reach the true target B in time, and path L'-,

3wirh 9 nirrrnfr didn't reach the decentive target V in timne

SUBJECT PROCEDURE

For each experimental session, the subject was seated in the display

configuration shown in Figure 7. Each session took about one hotur and consited

of 16 trials, each trial lasting 150 seconds. The subject controlled 10

interceptor aircraft to counter an incoming flight of 10 p.netratory air'cr-aft. A

standby message on the IMLAC signaled the beginning of each trial, followed by a

five-second delay and then the presentation of the first penctrato: position

data. The subject used the IMLAC grapbics for X-Y situation display etd zhe video

13 r
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21 3
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TIME 7
150.00 3

13 2
132

31 2

13 2
13 2

3 1 2
3,1 2

\3 1 2 3 A/C i
A CE F G H I J K

APATH 3
PATH \2 2A/C PATH 1
5 CTA/C TOOD 3 A/C
TO B TO E

SCORE
20.31

FIGURE 6. SAMPLE SITUATION DISPLAY (CONDITION TOT;
TRUE TARGET B; DECEPTIVE TARGET 0)
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and hardcopy terminals for messages containing time, X position, Y position, and

heading information. The subject then used the keyboard to direct any number of

his 10 interceptors to the target area. Multiple interceptor paths were allowed

so the operator could split his forces when he was uncertain about the true

penetrator targets. The interceptor velocity was 1.35 times faster than the

penetrator velocity to allow the subject to recover from minor incorrect

decisions or a delayed launch. The subject created interceptor paths by P

inputting (1) a target letter (A through K) to indicate the interceptor

destination and (2) the number of interceptor aircraft (1-10) to vector along

the path. If a previously generated interceptor path was redirected or split, 3 _.

the subject al a input the alphanumeric designator for the original path. At the

end of each trial, the IMLAC displayed the true penetrator target and a feedback

score which was proportional to the distance between the interteptors and true

target at the end of the trial.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

Two independent variables were manipulated: (a) Channel Data: truth,

jamming, or deception; and (b) Channel Affected: Channel 1, 2, or 3. When truth

was present on a channel, the information was presented in the manner previously

discussed. When jamming was present on a channel, the channel was inactive for

that entire trial so no information was provided by that .hannel. When deception

was present on a channel, a deceptive target located two target positions away

from the true target was randomly selected. For instance, if C was the true

target, A or E could be selected as the deceptive target. TLen information which

is characterisLic oC Ltne channel being deceived (see Iable Li was presented to

indicate the penetrators were moving towards the deceptive (false) target.

As shown in Table II, three different categories of jamming and deception

were tested. A full factorial combination of (a) and (b) above was not required

because several treatments are experimentally equivalent. For instance,

D-D-D = T-T-T "

D-T-T =T-D-D

J-T-T J-D-D

Since the subject's task was to isolate truth from deception by correlating at

least two communication channels, multiple applications of deception are

It_
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TABLE II. EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENTS

CHANNEL

1 2 3

TREATMENT JAMMING/DECEPTION CATEGORY-"

1 T T T (1) BASELINE CASE

2 T T I
3 T I 1 (2) JAM ONE CHANNEL

4 J T T

5 T

6 J T J (3) JAM TWO CIANNELS
7 J I T

8 T T D
9 T D T (4) DECEIVE ONE CHANNEL
10 0 T T

11 T D J
12 T J 0 (5) COMBINED JAMMING AND
13 0 J T DECEPlION

14 J D T

15 J T 0
16 D T I

T: TRUTH, J= JAMMING, D= DECEPTION
19
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S U.

equivalent to a multiple application of truth. In addition. the J-J-J treatment

was not used because the subject would not be presented any penetrator data.

The jamming-only treatments (2-7) were intended to determine how loss of

information delays (or speeds up) decision-making and affects overall subject

performance. The deception-only treatments (8-10) were intended to determine

how well and when (a) false data is detected and (b) truth is correlated. The

jamming/deception treatments (11-16) will produce ambiguous data on two dif-

•> ferent channels so truth isolation by correlating channels is impossible. The

data from these treatments were intended to indicate which channels the subjects

rely on most for truth isolation.

Developing measures of effectiveness (MOEs) for C3 CM was a primary -

objective of this experiment. Consequently, a variety of dependent variables

were evaluated including: subject score, number of success-ful intercepts,

number of incorrect intercepts, and number of target selection decisions. The P

results of the successful and incorrect intercept analyses are provided in this

report.

Six subjects served as the ADC for this experiment. They included three

"ma"•e . .A thr-e fenales n All .r.m fro m an on-site .ubJect pool nC ..o...f uni " '-

students maintained by a support contractor. All subjects were trained until

their performance stabilized, usually requiring about four 1-hour sessions.

Each subject completed 8 sessions made up of all of the 16 treatments, resulting

in 48 replications of each treatment (6 subjects x 8 sessions). The order of the

16 treatments and selection of targets were randomized for each session.

The feedback score was designed to encourage the subjects to try to get as

['. close as possible to the true target even if they were running out of time and

couldn't possibly make the full intercept (all 10 aircraft). A best score of 0

was possible if all 10 interceptors were at the true target before the

penetrators reached it and a worst score of 100 would result if all 10

. interceptors reached target F when A was the true target (or vice versa). The

"feedback score did have the drawback of unintentionally encouraging some of the

subjects to direct the interceptor to center positions between the true and

deceptive targets. This strategy resulted in a "fair" score rather than a good

. or bad score which would have been achieved if the right or wrong targets were

selected, respectively.

20



SECTION 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION p

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was first performed on all the 16

experimental conditions, grouped into the 5 jamming/deception (J/D) categories

(see Table II) to determine which general type of countermeasure significantly_.

affected subject performance. The number of successful intercepts, defined as

the number of interceptor aircraft to reach the true target before the

penetrator aircraft, was chosen as the dependent measure for this analysis.

ANOVAs were then performed on categories 2, 3, 4, and 5 to determine any

differences between the conditions within each category. An additional ANOVA

looked specifically at the number of incorrect intercepts for the six conditions

within J/D category 5 to determine how combined jamming and deception

influenced the subjects' decisions to select incorrect targets. In this case, j
number of incorrect intercepts are defined as the number of interceptor aircraft

to reach any target other than the true target before the end of the trial.

The dependent measures and jamming/deception categories for each of the

ANOVAs are summarized in Table Iii. Source tables for these ANOVAs ac-e located

in Appendix A. In addition, a short description of the decision making

strategies used by the subjects is provided in this section.

SUCCESSFUL INTERCEPTS

The successful intercepts shown in Figure 8 for category I (all truth

condition) establish a baseline performance level. For what should be the

optimum condition, the subjects averaged about six intercepts or a success rate

of about 60%. This indicates the basic task of correlating true information from

three sources to reach a decision was not excessively easy. The subjects were 4

able to direct the interceptors to reach the target line about 80% of the time, I
indicating 20% of the interceptors didn't reach a target and 20% were sent to an

incorrect target. This implies the subject performance was limited by both the

time stress of the scenario and the precision and timeliness limitations of the

three channels.

Comparison of the ANOVA results from category 1 with the successful

intercepts for the average of the conditions within categories 2 and 3 indicates

21
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JAMMING/DECEPTION CATEGORIES

1- BASELINE (ALL IRUTH)

2 - JAM ONE CHANNEL
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4 - DECEIVE ONE CHANNEL
8.0
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FIGURE 8. SUCCESSFUL INTERCEPTS FOR THE JAMMING/DECEPTION

CATEGORIES; MEANS AND 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
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there were no significant differences whcn one or two channels were jammed. This

result implies the subjects could achieve at least baseline performance with

only one or two operative information sources. Multiple channels are obviously

important for assuring the task can be accomplished when one or more channels

become inoperative. Consequently, the category 2 and 3 results illustrate the

importance of information redundancy. It is also important to notice performance

did not improve when less information was presented. This indicates the amount

of data available to the subject was not burdensome for this scenario.

Similar results were obtained for category 4. Again, no signifizant change

from baseline occurred when deception was applied to only one channel. This

result indicates detection and elimination of deceptive information is

generally not difficult if two channels are still available for truth

correlation. This misleading type of deception does have the potential though

of becoming significant if applied at a more critical point in time for a

different scenario.

As expected, category 5 results varied significantly from the rest. For

these six conditions, one channel was jammed, one contained truth, and the

remaining channel contained false infurmaLiuii. This type of -.--- te;m-L.easure

application resulted in an ambiguous situation...a 50-50 chance of success. H
Consequently, the average performance for this category dropped by about 50%

from the baseline. In terms of degrading the decision maker, this jam-

ming/deception technique is optimal.

For this analysis across all 16 conditions (SASl6-SI), there were 2

significant main effects. One was the target variable, and, as shown in Figure

9 when target B was the true target, the average number of successful intercepts

obtained was significantly lower than the number for targets D and E. The

tendency to have degraded performance when outer targets were selected was

probably caused by the subjectr' perception that the outer targets took longer

to reach than the inner targts. In reality, the interceptor speed was always

adjusted to 135% of the penetrator speed, based on the location of the true

target. But any hesitation to send interceptors to an outer target because the

information may be false can be expected to reduce the number of intercepts.

This fact has real world significance though, because an air defense commander

would have to consider the risk of defending an outer region and consequently

24
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FIGUK II INI. EAN SUCCESSFUL INTERCEPTS AS A FUNCTION OF JAM MING/ DECEPTION

CATICORY AND TRUE TARGET
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increasing the vulnerability of the remaining regions. The effect of target also

interacted with the J/D category variable, as shown in Figure 10. It should be

noted that use of a random target selection technique resulted in unequal -,. . -

numbers of J/D category and target combinations. But again, for most of the J/D

categories, subject performance tended to be enhatnced when the true target was

centrally located. The second main effect was the subject variable. As shown

in Figure 11, the average number of successful intercepts obtained for subjects .

3 and 6 was significantly lower than the number for subjects 2 and 4.

A second ANOVA (SAS24-SI) examined successful intercepts when jariaing or - •

deception was applied to a single channel. A& shown in Figure 12, jarming

channel 3 reduced intercepts to a level comparable to all three of the deception

conditions. Apparently the timeliness characteristic of the channels wa5 more

important than the precision characteristic. Removal of channel 1 data

(condition JTT) resulted in about seven intercepts which wan slightly higher (but

not statistically significant) than the baneline result of about six intercepts.

This result implies that jamming the less timely chan-.el.i could have an adverse

effect. Realistically speaking, this result is de-Lsirable since the more highly

aggregated information channels tend to be less nusceptibie to jau,-ling. The

lack of significant differences between the deception conditions indicates it

could be unimportant how misleading deception is epplied (which channel) since

the commander can use alternate sources to ,cparate truth from deception. It is

important to note, though, that any application of deception resulted in

performance degraded down to the best applic.,ior, of januning (condition 11J).

A third ANOVA (SA53-SI) tested for significant effects in J/D category 3
Wizen two chaaaels WVL ." r 1 . i -t4 -y

S Jal cum LýCav sg oc............•

successful intercept results for the three conditions did not vary signifi-

cantly, indicating the subject performance remained around the baseline level

with any single channel available on which to base a decision. There were,

however, two effects that were significantly differetat. rhc main effect of

target selection was significant. As shown in Figure i3, when the ouzer targets

(B and J) were the true targets, subject performance was degiaded. Ag.iiv, this.•

was probably caused by the subjects' reluctance to conm'it intercevcors to an

outer region early in the trial. The main effect of subject variables, as seen

in Figure 14, shows the average number of successful intercepts obtained for

subject 6 was significantly lower than the number for subject 2. The subject
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difference was probably due to individual strategies used during the simulation.

Strategy differences will be discussed later in the subject strategy section.

The last ANOVA performed on the successful intercept metric (SkS5-SI) also .

resulted in the target selection variable as the only significant source of

variation. In this case, target D was easier to intercept, but surprisingly, the

adjacent target E resulted in reduced intercepts (Figure 15). Besides this

anomaly, the outer targets followed the same pattern of inducing poorer subject .

performance.

INCORRECT INTERCEPTS

Despite the fact that the successful intercept results between the six

conditions within this category did not vary significantly, the tendency of the

subjects to select incorrect targets was analyzed to determine the optimu~m
combination of jamming and deception.

An analysis of the number of incorrect intercepts determined how often the

subjects vectored their interceptors to an incorrect target before the penetra-

tors reached the true target. This analysis (SAS5-FI) did not account for the "'-

interceptors that didn't reach the target line in time so, in a sense, this

netric is a measure of how well the subjects were either deceived into selecting

the false target or resorted to selecting a target other than the true target.

The latter case often occurred for J/D category 5, especially in the last few

sessions, when some of the subjects selected the target in between the true and

false targets. This strategy was used to obtain a "fair" feedback score but the

final result still remains--that is, the subjects were adequately deceived.

As shown in Figure 16, the number of incorrect intercepts for condition DTJ

was significantly higher than most of the other five conditions. For this

condition, the most timely data was jammed and the most precise data was false,

leaving truth available only on the mediocre channel 2. This condition probably

represents the worst case condition for this experiment and the results verify

this hypothess. If extremely timely information is not available to provide an

initial interceptor launch direction, the subjects are immediately time

stressed t;c reach the target. With deception and truth on channels I and 2,

respectively, the presence of an ambiguity was probably not detected until late

in the trial because of overlapping position data characteristics of the

32
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precision limits of the channels. Consequently, the subjects were faced with a

time-stressed decision and a subtle ambiguity in the data, resulting in a

selection of the most accurate (but false) channel 1 or the neutral target

located between the true and false target.

The tendency for the use of the outer targets to result in lower subject

performance holds true for this analysis as shown in Figure 17. Faced with an

ambiguous situation, the subjects' risk in going with the outer targets is

substantially increaseI. Again, target E tended to deviate from this trend but

the confidence intervals shown indicate the results for target E were not

statistically significant from either the harder targets (B,C,I, and J) or the

easier targets (D,G, and H).

SUBJECT STRATEGIES

Two analyses, SAS16-SI and SAS3-SI, did show significant differences in the

performance results between the six subjects. A short discussion of the

strategies they employed might provide some insights into possible human

vulnerabilities to jamming and deception. The experimental scenario was

designed to give the subjects a large degree of freedom in how they could

intercept the penetrators. Any path or number of paths (up to 10) could be taken

to the target line. The availability of 10 interceptors to counter 10

penetrators waa chosen to induce the subjects to divide their forces to reflect

their confidence in their decision. The number of decisions which includes

target selections, path creations and redirections, was also uncontrolled.

Despite all this flexibility, some consistent strategies emerged.

The subjects usually tended to wait around 15 to 30 seconds to launch the

interceptors, indicating they waited until several data points were presented.
For almost all of the trials, the entire group of 10 interceptors were launched

simultaneously along a single path. There were a few cases of generation of two

initial groups of five. These tendencies to delay a short time and then launch

all the available interceptors at once indicate the subjects didn't want to risk

picking a grossly incorrect target. On the other hand, they rarely made the

mistake of leaving interceptors at the base too long and consequently missing an

intercept because of indecisiveness.
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When this initial launch was made, four of the subjects went towards their

first guess of the correct target while the other two subjects usually started

towards the center target (F). This latter strategy allowed these two subjects

to delay their first target selection until more data was available, perhaps

resulting in slightly nore flexibility if a major redirection was required.

The two subjects that usually started towards target F did differ in their

seeond decision strategy. One almost always kapt her group of 10 interceptors

together whi!e the other often split hers into groups of 5. In fact, the other

4 subjects also mostly used a single group of 10 but often made a 5 and 5 split.

There were a few rare cases of splits of seven and three but the five and five

split was definitely preferred when the subjects decided to have two separate

paths. This strategy probably indicates the relative confidence the subjects

had in the infoc-mation sources. Since each channel was equally susceptible to

countermeasures, there was little reason to place more confidence in one channel

versus any other. Splitting the interceptors equally allowed the subjects to

move towards multiple targets in hopes of at least a partial intercept until more

dot ....... ailable to 1-b-ase -,a I final dp n nn There was evidence the five and

five split was used to cover two targets when the channel precision character-

istics prevented the subjects from clearly determining the penetrator heading

and also when the presetce of deception resulted in two possible target

se •ec t ions.

In a more realistic scenario, the channels i.-uld noc be equally susceptible

to the countermeasures, probably resulting in more variations in how interceptor ".

resources would be divided. The predominance of the strategy where all 10 ...

interceptors were ket together should be kept in mind though because this

strategy mighZ also predominate in the real world. In this case, the group of

10 would be directed towards the target indicated by the highest-confidence

channel or perhaps stated more correctly, the channel with the least uncertain-

ty.
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SECTION 4

COWCLUSIONS -

For the baseline condition (TTT), when truth was presented on all three

channels, the subjects averaged about six successful intercepts or a success

rate of about 60%. This indicates the experiment scenario was difficult enough

to result in degraded performance under the best of conditions. The subjects'

performance was degraded by both the precision and timeliness characteristics of

the three channels.

Jamming one or two channels or deceiving one channel did not significantly

change the number of successful intercepts indicating the information redun- "-

dancy was adequate to maintain the baseline level of performance. When cotmpared

to jamming channel one (JTT), successful intercepts were significantly reduced

when channel three was jammed (TTJ). This result impli.•s the timeliness of the o"

data was more important than the precision of the data.

The most dramatic performance reduction occurred when combined jamming and

deception were applied. When confronted with this ambiguous situation ke.g.,

TJD), the subjects had at best a 50-50 chance of success. The most deceptive -

condicion was DTJ when channel I was deceived and 3 was jammed, resulting in the

largest iaunber of incorrect intercepts (incorrect target selected). Conse-

qutantiy, denying the most timely data by Jamming channel 3 and deceiving the most

precise channel I was the optimal countermeasure. When combined jamming and

deception was presenc, the subjects often resorted to selecting the "neutral"

targe. located between the true and deceptive targets.

For almost every condition, when the outer targets were the true targets,

subject performuance was degraded, indicating the subjects were reluctant to send

interceptors to their outer regions of responsibility. Making this decision in 75

error was perceived to be less recoverable and more risky than iicorrectly

selecting aa inner target.

The subjects used several distinct strategies and some of their rcsultant

performarce did vary significantly. There were tendencies to: (1) delay the

initial interceptor launch until several data points were available; (2) launch

all 10 interceptors at once; and (3) keep the interceptors together in a single

gcoup of 10 all the way to the target. Several subjects often split the

interceptors into two groups of five to cover multiple targets when the channel
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prez:isicn characteristic.s or the presence of deceptien made the true target

dif.iicult to discertn. It ic, poseible that this five and five spi it represents the

subjects' con'fidences irj tihc. different infonsuation sources.
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APPENDIX

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SOURCE TABLES
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